
1:00 Bus arrives at IBio
1:10 Lunch & reflections
1:30 How advocacy works

10:30 Check-in at IBio
10:45 Attendees board bus
11:00 Bus leaves IBio
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How to Advocate for Local Impact

2:00 Communicating w/ different audiences
2:15 Strategies for change
2:30 Lessons from the field & call to action
2:50 Evaluation & feedback

Check in at the IBio Building at 6135 Woodward Ave, Detroit, MI 48202

April 4, 2024 

10:30 am  

1:00 pm  

2:00 pm  

Register @ https://rsvp.wayne.edu/making-change-2024

Please visit https://bit.ly/EJadvocate or scan this QR code using your smart 
phone camera. Line up the camera on your device with the QR image and 
hold the device steady until the camera can read the code and link to it.

Evaluation & Feedback



PURPOSE
This environmental health and justice tour is an educational tool for individuals within and 
outside of the community to gain a deeper understanding of local environmental justice 
issues. This tour will visit areas where industry surrounds neighborhoods and negatively 
impacts various aspects of the health and wellbeing of the Detroit community. Thousands of 
people live, learn, work, play and pray in the shadow of these facilities and the tour honors their 
unique perspective and experience.

ROLE OF TOUR GUIDE

This tour will be led by expert "tour guides".  Expertise may be from practical experience or 
professional experience or a combination of both. We honor all forms of expertise.

ROLE OF ATTENDEES

• Take care of yourself.
o Physical health: Certain precautions may be recommended for tours. Masks may be 

provided to limit exposure to toxic air. Participants may be asked to remain on the bus in 
certain areas due to air quality.

o Mental health: The tour can elicit strong emotion. Use proven destressing, self-regulation 
or self-soothing techniques if you are experiencing "negative" emotions.

• Practice cultural humility.
o While processing information, explore whether your thoughts, feelings, questions reflect a 

bias or stereotype. If so, allow yourself to question those assumptions, biases, and 
stereotypes to draw a new conclusion.

o Notions of success, health, family and so many others are culturally-influenced. Avoid 
mapping your own ideas on to another person or community.

• Listen to perspectives, questions, or critiques with openness and curiosity.
o The tour is an educational tool. It is an opportunity to listen and learn.
o Use the WAIT method if there are opportunities to speak (see diagram below):

PURPOSE & GUIDELINES



Detroit Renewable Power (Detroit Municipal Waste Incinerator): the municipal waste incinerator 
was the largest solid-waste incinerator in the state until its closure in spring of 2019 
(#winning). This was at the center of environmental justice complaints for consistent violation 
of air quality standards and severely impacting the health of residents near the facility. 

Ambassador Bridge: in operation since 1929 and is the largest international suspension bridge in 
the world. It is also America’s busiest border crossing; the bridge is responsible for 
approximately 25% of all trade between the US and Canada. The new Gordie Howe Bridge is 
a cable-stayed international bridge across the Detroit River, currently under construction. The 
crossing will connect Detroit and Windsor by linking Interstate 75 in Michigan with Highway 
401 in Ontario. With over 10,000 vehicles crossing daily, many of them freight trucks,
excessive diesel emissions are an environmental burden on both Detroit and Windsor, Ontario
residents who live near the bridge. The new Bridge also displaced many residents in the
Delray neighborhood.

Delray: a neighborhood in southwest Detroit that has been part of the city’s industrial uses since the 
1800s and home to over a dozen facilities on the EPA’s Toxic Release Inventory. 

Zug Island: is located in the Delray neighborhood and has been center to the area’s industrial 
footprint. Named after Samuel Zug, it was industrialized in the late 1800s. The two largest 
plants on the island are a mill for US Steel and a coke battery owned by DTE, the local utility 
company. 

Wastewater Treatment Plant: the largest single-site wastewater treatment facility in the United 
States. As of 2012, it served approximately 40% of Michigan’s population, concentrated 
across the metropolitan area. 

48217: Detroit’s southernmost ZIP code, named Michigan’s most polluted ZIP code by both 
researchers and community advocates. Within its borders a petroleum refinery owned by 
Marathon Corporation and other industrial facilities are juxtaposed within a residential 
neighborhood. 48217 is near the geographic center of an EPA-defined non-attainment zone 
for sulfur dioxide. Rates of cancer and respiratory disease among residents are some of the 
highest in the state.

Marathon Petroleum Refinery: located in 48217, the sixth-largest petroleum refinery in the nation, 
and the only one in Michigan. The plant produces 400,000 gallons of transportation fuel daily, 
utilizing raw materials from the Alberta, Canada Tar Sands. The facility has sparked 
community concerns due to pollutant discharges, and Marathon’s requests for variances to the 
city’s Bulk Storage Ordinance in order to store petroleum coke, and refining byproduct, in 
open-air containers.    

Eastern Market: one of the country’s oldest historic public market districts, operating since 1891. It 
hosts a year-round produce market and other seasonal markets throughout the summer and 
fall. It has grown from a public market to a vibrant district promoting food security, local 
businesses, and artists. 

DETROIT SITES & POINTS OF INTEREST

This tour was co-developed by the community engagement team and the CURES Community Advisory Board 
(CAB). Special thanks to our friends at Detroiters Working for Environmental Justice (DWEJ) for their 
contributions in developing our tour materials. 

cures.wayne.edu/community-engagement



EVALUATION
Thinking about today’s tour… Strongly 

Agree
q

Agree
q

Neither
q

Disagree
q

Strongly 
Disagree

q

1)   I learned something new. * * * * *

2)   The tour guide(s) were well informed. * * * * *

3)   I have an increased awareness about how the 
environment impacts people who live, work or play 
in or near Detroit.

* * * * *

4)   I understand how to contribute to advocacy efforts. * * * * *

5)   I feel more confident about how to advocate for 
improved public health. * * * * *

6)   The tour is an effective way to learn about how the 
environment impacts health. * * * * *

7)   I am more likely to advocate for an issue. * * * * *

8)   Are you a student?            * No   * Yes  à If yes, what is your major?

9)   Do you live in Detroit?       * No   * Yes  

10) What is your ZIP code?  

11) What is your age?   

12) Why should other people attend this tour in the future? Is there something that you 
experienced or learned that you think would benefit others?

13) How can we improve this event in the future? 

14) Please provide your email address if you would like to receive information from us in the 
future: 


